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Ask a COE Ambassador!

When you are considering universities for your undergraduate and/or graduate studies, have you ever thought to yourself...

“I wonder what current students at WSU think about this…”?

This is your chance to engage with current College of Education students at Wayne State University and ask them about their experience!

1) Visit our “Ask a COE Ambassador” website by following: [http://coe.wayne.edu/ask](http://coe.wayne.edu/ask)

2) Explore the profiles of our current COE Student Ambassadors

3) Click the large green, “Ask a COE Ambassador” button to be taken to the messaging system

It’s as simple as that! Your inquiry will be responded to by one of our dynamic Student Ambassadors here in the College of Education at Wayne State University. For questions about admissions or programs - please contact us at: askcoe@wayne.edu

COE STUDENT AMBASSADORS

@WayneStateCOE